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Two-fold management challenge: The needs for and costs of dredging state-maintained channels are rising, and the
availability of traditional upland confined disposal facilities (CDFs) is declining.
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Prioritize publicly owned wetlands as potential sites
for ecological uplift
State and municipal owned lands were intersected
with estuarine vegetated marsh layers
A 10,000-foot buffer was generated around each
channel center line
The buffer was used to determine marsh area and
capacity (cubic yards, assuming a 6-inch lift)
proximal to each channel

habitat
data

Use and access:
marinas, ramps (see map
examples)
Safety: tow reports;
emergency vessel access
state permitted
marinas

historical data: confined
disposal facilities and
dredge history

Outcome:
Declining
CDF
availability

Map: 35 statewide channels and
channel reaches are maintained
and/or monitored by DNREC.
These are primarily shallow-draft
recreational channels.

stakeholder survey data

1. The highest use channels – and thus those that often rank as
higher priorities for dredging – lack abundant publicly owned
marshes within a reasonable pumping distance.
Stakeholders priorities:
1) shoaling, 2) channels connecting
major waterbodies, and 3) safety

Ongoing Work
develop workflows
for annual data
updates; weight
data; score
channels

Key Takeaways

decision making:
new permitting and
engineering needs
based on outcomes

2. A singular focus on beneficial use of sediment for ecological uplift
may place competing demands on marsh sites in the same way we
have to balance competing demands on limited CDF sites.
3. Future planning must consider a variety of disposal options,
including restoration of private marshes, real estate purchases of
new CDF sites, and identification of other habitat creation/restoration
opportunities (e.g., island creation, beach nourishment, and living
shoreline construction)

Map left: Example of
buffer analysis for
channels on the
Delaware Bay coast, a
primarily low-traffic
recreational boating
area. Abundant public
marshes exist
adjacent to nearly all
the channels, and
there is little
overlapping demand
on the same marshes
for potential sediment
placement.

Map above: Example of buffer analysis for
channels in the Inland Bays, a high-traffic
recreational boating area. Few public marshes
exist adjacent to the high-use Indian River Bay
or White Creek Channels, and there is
overlapping demand on the same marshes for
potential sediment placement.

Ongoing Work
channel
sediment
characterization
shorebird habitat
creation
opportunities
Map left: DNREC intends to
collect 27 five-foot long vibracores
to characterize channel sediment
and develop potential "sediment
match" opportunities for beneficial
use projects.

